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1
Chapter

Introduction to OOPs
and C++ with Variable

and Operators

Chapter Outline
1.1 Introduction to C Language
1.2 Compilers and Interpreters
1.3 Difference between C and C++
1.4 Software Evolution (Evolution of Programming Language)
1.5 Object Oriented Programming Paradigm
1.6 Benefits of OOPs/Features of OOPs and C++
1.7 Applications of OOPs
1.8 What is C++?
1.9 Features of C++ Language

1.10 Structure of C++ Program
1.11 Basic Data Types in C++
1.12 C++ Operators
1.13 Preprocessor Directive
1.14 Declaration of Variables
1.15 Input and Output

1.1 Introduction to C Language

C language is widely used in the development of operating systems.
An Operating System (OS) is a software(collection of programs) that controls the various

functions of a computer. Also it makes other programs on your computer work. For example, you
cannot work with a word processor program, such as Microsoft Word, if there is no operating system
installed on your computer. Windows, Unix, Linux, Solaris, and MacOS are some of the popular
operating systems. Same way to run the programs in a particular programming language we need a
language complier.
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Origin of C:

Dennis M. Ritchie, a systems engineer at Bell Laboratories, New Jersey developed C in the early
1970’s.

1.2 Compilers and Interpreters

A program written in a high level language must be translated into machine language before it
can be executed. This is known as compilation or interpretation, depending on how it is carried out.

Compilers translate the entire program into machine language before executing any of the
instructions. Interpreters, on the other hand, proceed through a program by translating and then
executing single instructions, or small groups of instructions.

A compiler or interpreter is itself a computer program that accepts a high-level program (e.g. a C
program) as input data, and generates a corresponding machine – language program as output. The
original high-level program is called the source program, and the resulting machine-language program
is called the object program.

Every high-level language must have its own compiler or interpreter for a particular platform. It
is generally more convenient to develop a new program using an interpreter rather than a compiler.
Once an error-free program has been developed, a compiled version will normally executed much
faster than an interpreted version.
Features of C language:

C is a structured programming language, which means that it allows you to develop programs
using well-defined control structures (you will learn about control structures in the articles to come),
and provides modularity (breaking the task into multiple sub tasks that are simple enough to
understand and to reuse).

C is often called a middle-level language because it combines the best elements of low-level or
machine language with high-level languages.

1. C is a case sensitive Language
2. C is Mother of all Languages
3. C is a structured programming Language
4. C is a Middle level Language
5. C has inbuilt Library functions
6. C allows us to create user defined functions
7. C has its own Complier
8. C is used for creating powerful System Programs.
9. C is a flexible & Powerful language.

10. C has 32 Keywords or Reserved Words
11. C supports graphics.
12. C supports different functions, structures, arrays with powerful data structures like stack,

Linklist, Queue, Trees.
C’s ability to communicate directly with hardware makes it a powerful choice for system

programmers. In fact, popular operating systems such as Unix and Linux are written entirely in C.
Additionally, even compilers and interpreters for other languages such as FORTRAN, Pascal, and
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BASIC are written in C. However, C’s scope is not just limited to developing system programs. It is
also used to develop any kind of application, including complex business ones. The following is a
partial list of areas where C language is used:

 Embedded Systems
 Systems Programming
 Artificial Intelligence
 Industrial Automation
 Computer Graphics
 Space Research
 Image Processing
 Game Programming

C language can be used for creating system programs, but it does not support Object concepts &
data hiding concept. Every variable and functions are public in scope, hence no data hiding concept
can be provided. C does not support object oriented concepts like Data encapsulation, Data
Polymorphism, Data Abstraction, Data Inheritance. To Provide these We will switch to C++ language
with powerful data hiding concepts.

1.3 Difference Between C and C++

C C++
In C language data hiding concept is not available. In C++ language data hiding concept is available by

using class, object with public, private and
protected scope specifier.

C is a structured programming language. C++ is a object oriented language.
In C programming scanf() and printf() functions are
used for Reading variable values and printing variable
values, they are available in stdio.h header file.

In C++, cin and cout are available for reading and
printing variable value, included in iostream.h
header file.

The C program files are identified by .c extension. The C++ program files are identified by .cpp
extension.

In C language we can write structure which is
collection of different data types.

In C++ language we can create class which is
collection of different data types i.e. data members
and member functions encapsulated in one unit
called class.

C does not support data polymorphism concept. It
won’t support operator and function overloading.

C++ supports data polymorphism concept with the
help of operator and function overloading.

The C language does not support inheritance concept. The C++ language support inheritance with super
class and sub class.

C does not support constructor, destructor concept
hence does not have new and delete operator.

C++ supports constructor and destructor for
creating object and destroying object with the help
of new and delete operator.

C language does not support default arguments. C++ supports default arguments within parameters
of functions.

C language does not support friend function facility. C++ language supports friend function facility.
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In C language templates can not be created. In C++ language templates can be created.
C language does not support exception handling. C++ language supports exception handling.
C language does not support the concept of virtual
functions.

C++ supports the concept of virtual function with
the help of abstraction and Inheritance.

1.4 SOFTWARE EVOLUTION (EVOLUTION OF PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE)

Object Oriented Programming

Structured Programming Language
Procedure-oriented Language

Assembly Language
Machine Language 

1, 0

Software technology has a growth of a tree. Software evolution has a layer of growth. Each layer
representing an improvement over the previous one.

Initially the programs are to be written in machine language but it is in the form of 0’s and First
hence difficult to remember.

Second layer of assembly language which has Mnemonics in the form of English language.
Language used by ALU section of the CPU.

Third layer is procedure oriented language (POP) language. In this problem is viewed as a
sequence of Instructions. All functions or tasks are combined in one procedure program.

In the fourth layer the program is divided into functions. Instructions of the program is divided
into groups known as functions.

In multi function program, many important data items are placed as global so that they may be
accessed by all the functions. Each function may have its own local data. In the fifth layer,
modularization is used with the help of functions and in large programs it is very difficult to identify
what data is used by which function. Hence data hiding concept can be provided using functions.

In object oriented following characteristics are followed:

1. Large programs are divided into smaller programs known as functions called objects.
2. Data hiding concept is provided.
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1.5 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING PARADIGM

Object oriented programming provides data hiding concept. It treats data as a critical element in
the program development and does not allow it to flow freely around the system.

It ties data more closely to the function that operate on it, and protect it from modification from
outside functions.

Object oriented programming allows decomposition of a problem into a number of entities called
objects.

Object A

Communication

Data

functions

Data

functions

Object B

Object C

functions

Data

Organisation of data and functions in OOPs
Some of the characteristics of object oriented programming:

1. Object oriented approach provides modularizing by diving program into functions.
2. Programs are divided into objects.
3. Functions that operate on the data of an object are tied together in the data structure.
4. Data is hidden and cannot be accessed by external functions.
5. Objects may communicate with each other through functions.
6. Data and functions can be combined together in one encapsulated unit called class.
7. New data and functions can easily be added whenever necessary.

Basic concepts of object-oriented programming:
Some important concepts are needed to understand in OOPs:

1. Objects
2. Classes
3. Data Abstraction
4. Data Encapsulation
5. Inheritance
6. Polymorphism
7. Dynamic binding
9. Message passing
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1. Objects:
(a) Objects are the basic Run-time entities also called as Real World thing.
(b) An object in C++ is a representation of some physical, logical or conceptual entity. For

example, an object can be a vehicle, bank account, animal, place, a table of data, any item,
or it represents a person etc.

(c) Every object is identified by its own properties and methods which indicates behaviour,
states and tasks of object.

(d) The object can take place in memory and associated in a memory like a structure in C or
Record in pascal.

(e) An object is an instance of user-defined data type called class. We can also say that object
is a variable whose type is a user defined class.

(f) When a program is executed, the objects interact by sending messages to one another.
For example 1, if customer and account are two objects, customer object may send a message to

the account object requesting for the bank balance.
For example 2, if student and marks are two objects, student object may send a message to the

marks object requesting for grade of student.

Object : Customer

Data: CustNo
          Name
          accNo

Functions: getcustdetails()
                   getbalance()

Customer Object Account Object

Object : Account

Data: AccNo
          Name
          Balance

Functions: display balance()
                   deposit()
                   withdraw() 

Object : student

Data: Name
          Date of Birth
          Marks

Functions: Total 
                    Average
                    Display

2. Classes:
(a) Class is predefined blank template or blueprint which can be reused number of times.
(b) The entire set of data and code of an object are wrapped together in one capsule also

called user-defined data type called class.
(c) Class encapsulates the Attributes and behaviour of an entity.
(d) Class specifies what data and what functions will be included in objects of that class.
(e) Classes are user-defined data types and behave like the build-in types of a programming

language.
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(f) Once a class has been defined, we can create any number of objects belonging to that
class. Thus class is collection of objects of similar type.

(g) Class construct supports data hiding concept by combining data and code in one unit with
powerful keywords private, protected and public.

(h) The syntax of declaring class is
Class classname
{ scope:

data members;
scope:
member functions;

}
Class student
{ private:

int rollno;
Char name [10];
public:
void getdata();
void display();

}
3. Data Abstraction:

(a) Abstraction refers data hiding, this indicates that only essential things will be known to
the user and non essential things will be abstracted or hided from the user.

(b) Abstraction refers to the way of representing essential features without including
background details and explanations. This states that only foreground details will be
shown to the user and background details will be hided.

(c) Abstraction permits the programmer to look at something without being concerned with
its internal details.

(d) Abstraction in structure program shows the task performed by the function, but it hides
from the client actually how function executes internally and how task is performed. This
is called functional abstraction.

(e) This insulation of the data from direct access by the program is called data hiding or
information hiding.

(f) Classes uses the concept of data abstraction are known as Abstract Data Types (ADT).
(g) Simple pen object may have different properties or attributes like its essential features are

colour, cost, ballpen or inkpen but non essential features are like type of ink, raw material
used for plastic of pen.

(h) Encapsulating together data/information hiding feature allows limited visibility to the
class users. Access specifiers like private, protected, public in C++ are used to implement
data hiding.

(i) Abstraction helps in managing the complexity of the software.
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4. Data Encapsulation:
(a) The internal data of a class i.e. data members and member functions are first separated

from outside world and then they are put in a unit is called encapsulated unit.
(b) Encapsulation groups all pieces of object into one packet.
(c) Encapsulated data is not accessible outside the world. It can be accessed only by member

functions which are declared within a class.
(d) This insulation of the data from direct access by the program is called data hiding or

information hiding.
(e) All the essential properties of the objects are encapsulated in a class. The attributes are

called as data members to hold information. The functions that operate on these data are
called methods or member functions.

5. Inheritance:
(a) Inheritance is the process of creating new classes, called derived classes, from existing

classes. These existing classes are often called base classes.
(b) The derived class inherits all the properties and methods of the base class and can add

new features, properties and methods of its own, based on requirement. By adding these
refinements the base class remain unchanged.

(c) Inheritance is the process by which objects of one class acquire the properties of objects
of another class.

(d) C++ allows a programmer to create hierarchical classification i.e. it supports parent-child
relationship.

(e) The parent class is a base class also called super class and the child class is also called as
derived class or sub class.

(f) The concept of inheritance provides the idea of reusability. This means we can reuse
existing classes many times and also can add additional features to an existing class with
modifying it. Reusability concept saves lot of money and time. Reusability code helps in
case of distributing class libraries. Reusability increases program reliability.

(g) Inheritance is similar to inheriting characteristics from our parents.
Bird

Attributes 
Features 
Lay eggs

Attributes 
_________
_________
_________

Flying Bird

Attributes 
_________
_________
_________

Non Flying Bird

Attributes 
_________
_________
_________

Robin Swallow Penguin Kiwi

Attributes 
_________
_________
_________

Attributes 
_________
_________
_________

Attributes 
_________
_________
_________
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6. Polymorphism:
(a) Poly means many, morphism means many forms, i.e. more than one form of operation.
(b) Polymorphism indicates the ability to take more than one form.
(c) More than one form of operation may behave differently by creating different instance.
(d) The behaviour change of object depends upon the types of data used i.e. one thing

behaves differently at different places.
(e) Polymorphism allows objects having different internal structures to share the same

external interface.
(f) It supports function overloading and operator overloading concept. Function overloading

indicates that functions of a class with same name but either different number of
arguments or different types of arguments.
You can not overload a function which can have same number of arguments of same type
and in same sequence and differing only in their return types.
For example,
You behave differently when your friend asks about something and when your boss asks
something.
Example,
Same name sum function can be used for addition of two integers, addition of two floats,
addition of three integers.
sum (int a, int b);
sum (float x, float y);
sum (int a, int b, int c);
It is also called as function polymorphism.
When a single function name is used to perform different types of tasks is called function
overloading. This is same as like a particular word having several different meanings
depending on the context.

(g) In operator overloading we can overload the in-built operators as well as user-defined
data types. You can not change the semantics of an operator.
Existing operator like ‘+’ can be used for addition of two integers and also can be used
for addition of two float or ‘+’ sign can be used for concentration of two strings.
Overloading can not alter the basic template of operator.

Shape

Draw()

Circle Object

Draw (circle) 
i.e. Draw (x, y, r)

Box Object

Draw (box)
i.e. Draw 
(x , y , x , y )21 1 2

Triangle Object

Draw (triangle)
e.g. Draw 
(x , y , x , y )2  1 1 2 3 3, x y,
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7. Dynamic binding:
(a) Dynamic binding is a binding at Run time.
(b) Dynamic binding is also called as late binding.
(c) Binding refers to the linking of procedure call or function call to the code or definition to

be executed in response to the call.
(d) The code associated with a given procedure call or function call is not known until the

time of the call at run-time.
(e) With the help of dynamic binding, one can access method of a derived class using a

pointer of a base class depending on to which object it points to at run-time.
8. Message passing:

(a) Object oriented consists of a set of objects that communicate with each other.
(b) Message passing involves following steps:

(i) Creating classes that define objects and their behaviour.
(ii) Creating objects from class definitions.

(iii) Establishing communication among objects.
(c) Objects communicate with one another by sending and receiving information or by

passing messages.
(d) A message for an object is a request for execution of a procedure and therefore will

invoke a function in the receiving object that generates the desired result.
(e) Message passing involves specifying the name of the object, the name of the function i.e.

message and the information to be sent.
(f) Customer is an object.

Balance is a message
Account no. is an information

Customer. Balance (account no)

  

Object Message information

(g) The communication between objects is feasible as long as it is alive.

1.6 Benefits of OOPs/Features of OOPs and C++

OOPs offers several benefits and features. It specifies the following advantages:

1. C++ supports features of structured programming and object oriented programming.
2. C++ is a versatile language for handling large programs.
3. C++ supports data hiding concept by using data encapsulation and data abstraction with the

help of class using powerful keywords private, public and protected. This hiding concept
helps us to build secure programs.

4. Object oriented systems can be easily upgraded from small to large systems, hence software
complexity can be easily managed.
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5. Object oriented programming supports inheritance concept through inheritance reusability
concept can be achieved as well as we can eliminate redundant code and extend the use of
existing classes.

6. We can build programs from the standard working module, rather than having to start
writing the code from scratch. This leads to saving of development time and higher
productivity.

7. It is possible to have multiple instances of an object.
8. Message passing techniques for communicating between objects.
9. C++ provides friend facility in which friend function defined within the class can use data

members of the class, which are declared in private area.
10. C++ supports polymorphism concept with the concept of function overloading and operator

overloading.
11. C++ has 48 keyword/reserved words.

1.7 Applications of OOPs

In real time systems often much more complex objects and number of objects with different
attributes and methods are used. By combining all these things OOPs are used.

The areas of application of OOP are:

1. Real-time systems.
2. Object oriented databases.
3. Simulation and modeling.
3. Neural networks and parallel programming.
5. Decision support and office automation system.
6. CIM/CAM/CAD systems.

1.8 What is C++?

1. C++ is an object oriented programming language developed by Biarne Stroustrup at AT & T
Bell laboratories.

2. C++ is an extension of C with major addition of the class (encapsulated unit) feature.
3. C++ is a system programming language, used to create different programs for the system.

1.9 Features of C++ Language

1. C++ is a case sensitive language.
2. C++ supports all features of structure as well as object oriented programming language.
3. C++ is a versatile language for handling for large programs. System programs can be created

with the help of C++ language.
4. C++ supports data encapsulation and data abstraction with data hiding concept with

powerful keywords like private, public and protected.
5. C++ supports data polymorphism concept with operator and function overloading.
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6. C++ supports Inheritance concept with Reusability of a class.
7. C++ supports friend function and friend class facility.
8. C++ supports memory management concept with the help of constructors and destructors by

using new and delete.
9. C++ supports default arguments concept for member functions.

10. C++ allows us to create different templates.
11. C++ supports error handling with exception handling.
12. C++ supports virtual functions.
13. C++ supports 48 keywords or reserved words.

1.10 Structure of C++ Program

include section/Link section
class declaration
class function definition
int main ()
{

local declaration;
stmt;
stmt;
return 0;

}
1. Include section: In this section, # is a preprocessor directive which directs inclusion of

header file specified in the Include statement.
C++ is having streambuffer class which is basics of all stream classes.
It holds the character stream functions for input and output. Hence it is having istream and
ostream. Istream is the buffer defined in a streambuffer class to store set of characters from
input device. ostream is a buffer which is provided by streambuffer class used to display
stream of characters. Iostream is the buffer defined in streambuffer class which is used to
store and display stream of characters, hence with the help of iostream, cin and cout
statement can be used.

2. Class declaration: This section has class, classname with different data members and
member functions defined in public or private scope of class. Class declaration is enclosed
between { and } (curly braces) and class declaration should be terminated by;.

3. Class function definition: The member functions which are declared inside the class
declaration’ then these functions definition can be defined outside the class function
declaration.

4. Return type of main (): In C++, main returns an integer type value to the operating system
i.e. main function should end with return statement. Return type can be void which indicates
main function does not return any value.
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Example:
# include <iostream.h>
int main ()
{

cout <<”Welcome to C++”;
return 0;

}

1.11 Basic Data Types in C++

Data types in C++ can be classified under various categories:

C++ Data Types

User defined type

structure
union 
class
enumeration

Built-in-type Derived type

array
function
pointer
reference

Integral type Void floating type

int char float double

unsigned 
int

signed 
int

unsigned 
char

signed 
char

short intlong int

unsigned 
long int

signed 
long int

unsigned 
short int

signed 
short int

long
double

A. Built-in-type:
(a) Integral type: The data types in this type are int and char. The modifiers signed, unsigned,

long and short may be applied to character and integer basic data type.
The size of int is 2 bytes and the size of char is 1 byte.
We can use normally,
(I) int can store integers in the range – 32767 to 32767.

(II) unsigned can store integers in the int range 0 to 65535.
(III) char – stores a character.

 signed char – characters stored like type char
can store integers in the range – 127 to 127
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 unsigned char – characters stored like type char
can store integers in the range 0 to 255

 short – can store integers smaller compared to using int. It can be used with short
int, signed short, signed short int.

 long – can store integers in the range – 2147483647 to 2147483647
can be used as long int, signed long, signed long int.

 unsigned long – can store integers in the range – 0 to 4294967295
(b) void

void is used for:
To specify the return type of a function when it is not returning any value.
To indicate an empty argument list to a function
e.g.

void functionname (void)

 

Indicate
No Return

type

indicates
empty parameters

(c) floating type
The data type in this can be float or double. The size of the float is 4 bytes and size of double
is 8 bytes. It is used to store the numbers with decimal. The modifier long can be applied to
double and the size of long double is 10 bytes.
(I) float data type supports single precision numbers.

(II) double data type supports double precision numbers and having size greater than float.
 long double can store double precision numbers and having size greater than

double.
B. User-defined type:

These are the data types created by the user by combining number of inbuilt data types.

(a) Structure: Structure is user defined data type. It is collection of different data types in one
unit or user defined data type i.e. structure also called as compound type. The convention
used is struct, scope of members are by default public.

(b) Union: Union is user defined data type. It is also collection of different data types in one
encapsulated unit called union. The convention used is union. It can store values of different
types in a single location, scope of members is by default public.

(c) Class: Class is a user defined data type which can be used just like any other basic data type
once declared, the class variables are known as objects. For classes all variables are by
default private. The convention used is class, also called compound type.

(d) Enumeration:
(i) An enumerated data type is another user defined type which provides a way of attaching

names to numbers to increase simplicity of the code.
(ii) Enumerations are a distinct type from ints, ints are not implicility converted to enums.
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(iii) It uses enum keyword which automatically enumerates a list of words by assigning them
values 0, 1, 2 etc.

(iv) By default, enumerators are assigned integer value starting with 0.
C. Derived data types:

(a) Arrays: Array is a derived type. It is a collection of similar data elements. It can be
collection of integers, collection of characters.

datatype arrayname [size of array]
int x[10];

data objects are stored in consecutive memory locations under a common heading or variable
name.

(b) functions: functions are the derived functions are called user defined function to perform
specific task. Compare to C there is lots of modification in C++ due to object oriented in
concept.

(c) Pointer: Pointers can be used to point and reference address of another variable. In C++
concept of constant pointer and pointer to a constant pointer can be used.
e.g. char const * P1 = “Welcome”;
 pointer allows to return structured variables from function.
 It allows to pass variables, arrays, functions, strings and structures as function argument.
 It supports dynamic allocation and deallocated of memory segments.

Size of range of C++ Basic data type
Sr. No. Type Bytes Range

1. Char 1 – 128 to 127
2. Unsigned char 1 0 to 255
3. Signed char 1 – 128 to 127
4. Int 2 – 32768 to 32767
5. Unsigned int 2 0 to 65535
6. Signed int 2 – 32768 to 32767
7. Short int 2 – 32768 to 32767
8. Unsigned short int 2 0 to 65535
9. Signed short int 2 – 32768 to 32767
10. Long int 4 – 2147483648 to 2147483647
11. Signed long int 4 – 2147483648 to 2147483647
12. Unsigned long int 4 0 to 4294967295
13. float 4 3.4 E – 38 to 3.4 E +38
14. Double 8 1.7E – 308 to 1.7 E + 308
15. long double 10 3.4 E – 4932 to 1.1 E + 4932
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1.12 C++ Operators

C++ Operators
(1)

Arithmetic 
Operators

(2)
Assignment
Operators

(3)
Comparison and 
Logical operators

(4)

Relational Operators
Logical Operators
Equality Operators

Bitwise Logical Operators

Special Operators
(5)

(a) Unary operators
(b) Ternary operator
(c) Comma operator
(d) Scope operator
(e) New and delete operator
(f) Other operators

1. Arithmetic Operators
The operators used to perform arithmetic operations such as addition (+), subtraction (–),

multiplication (*), division (/) are called arithmetic operators. These basic operators are known as
binary operators as they require two variables to be evalued.

Sr. No. Operator Meaning
1. + Addition or unary plus
2. – Subtraction or unary minus
3. * Multiplication
4. / Division
5. % Modulo division (Reminder of an Integer division)

The variables or constants on which operators are operated are known as operands. The
arithmetic in C++ can be of three types:

(a) Integer Arithmetic.
(b) Real Arithmetic.
(c) Mixed Mode Arithmetic.
(a) Integer Arithmetic: When both the operands are integers, the operation is called integer

arithmetic.
For e.g.,
55 – 5 = 50
55 + 5 = 60
14 * 2 = 28
14/2 = 7 (Decimal part truncated integer division)
14% 2 = 0 (Remainder of division)
– 14 % 3 = – 2
14 % 3 = 2
6 / 7 = 0
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(b) Real Arithmetic: An arithmetic operation involving only real operands is called real
arithmetic. A real operand may assume values either in fractional or exponential form.
For e.g.,
1.5 – 0.7 = 0.8
1.5 + 0.7 = 2.2
1.5 * 2.0 = 3.0
6.0/7.0 = 0.857143
1.0/3.0 = 0.3333
– 2.0/3.0 = – 0.666667
% (modulo operator) can not be used with Real numbers
x_int/y_int = result_int
x_int/y_float = result_float
x_float/y_int = result_float
x_float/y_float = result_float

(c) Mixed Mode Arithmetic: C++ permits us to mix integer operand with real operand. When
one operand is real and the other is integer, the expression is called mixed mode arithmetic
expression i.e. if either of the operand is of the real type, then only real operation is
performed and result is always a real number.
For e.g.,
15/10.0 = 1.5
4 + 3.5 = 7.5

2. Assignment Operators
Assignment operators are used to assign the result of an expression or constant to variable.
The assignment operators can be used within any valid expression, the usual assignment operator

is ‘=’.
variable_Name = constant or expression;
The arithmetic expression is a combination of variables, constants and operators
E.g., x = a + b;
z = 0;
final = 100;
During the assignment operator the value of expression of right hand side is assigned to left side

variable.
During the assignment operator the value of the expression on right hand side is computed and is

assigned to the variable on the left hand side.
Short hand assignment operators:
In addition to the usual assignment operator ‘=’. C++ has short hand assignment operators of the

form.
variable op = expression;
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Where op is C++ binary arithmetic operator

(a) + =
a + = 1
a = a + 1

if a = 5
a = 5 + 1
a = 6

x + = y + 1
x = x + (y + 1)

(b) – =
a – = 1
a = a – 1

(c) * =
a * = 5
a = a * 5

(d) a/ = b
a = a/b

(e) a% = b
a = a % b

(f) & = (Bitwise and Operator)
a & = 5
a = a & 5

(g) / = (Bitwise or operator)
a / = 6
a = a / 6

(h) ~ = (Bitwise complement operator)
a ~ = 7
a = a ~ 7

3. Comparison and Logical Operators
(a) Relational Operators
(b) Logical Operators
(c) Equality Operators
(a) Relational Operators: With the help of relational operators we can take a decision by

comparing two or more operands values.
Relational operators compare values to see if they are equal or if one of them is greater than
the other and so on.

Operator Meaning
< is less than

<= is less than equal to
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> is greater than
>= is greater than equal to

expression1 relational_operator expression2
Expression Result

3 > 4 false
6 < = 2 false
10 > – 32 True
(23 * 7) > = (–67 + 89) True

(b) Logical Operators: The logical operators are those which are used to perform logical
expression such as logical AND, logical OR and logical NOT.

Operator Meaning
&& Logical AND

|| Logical OR
! Logical NOT

The logical AND and logical OR operators are used when we want to test for more than one
condition and make decision.
Logical AND indicates that compound expression is true when two conditions or
expressions are true.

Situation Result
true && true true
true && false false
false && true false
false && false false

Logical OR indicates the Results is true if any or all inputs are true.
expression1||expression2

Situation Result
true || true true
true || false true
false || true true
false || false false

(a < b) || (b > c)
true || false

true

Logical negation Operator (!): A logical expression can be changed from false to true or
from true to false with negation operator (!)

Situation Result
! (true) false
! (false) true

! (expression)
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Example:
! (a < b) || (c > b)
! (4 < 5) || (6 > 5)
! (true) || (true)
false || true
true

(c) Equality Operators: These operators are used to check the equality of the given expression
or statement.
== is a comparison operator between two expressions used for equality check.
!= is a comparison operator between two expression used for not equality check.

Expression Result
a == b false if a = 4, b = 6
(a * b)! = c true if a = 4, b = 6, c= 8
‘s’ == ‘k’ false

Operator Meaning
== Equal to
! = Not equal to

4. Bitwise Logical Operators
C++ is having powerful features is the set of bit manipulation operators. These permits the

programmer to access and to manipulate individual bits within piece of data.

Operator Meaning
& Bitwise AND
| Bitwise OR
^ Bitwise XOR (EXOR)

>> Bitwise right shift
<< Bitwise left shift
~ Bitwise complement

(a) Bitwise AND: The bitwise AND operation will be carried out between the two bit patterns
of the two operands.

Variable Value Binary pattern
x 5 0101
y 2 0010

x & y 0 0000
a 6 0110
b 3 0011

a & b 2 0010

To generate a 1 bit in the result, bitwise AND need a one in both numbers.
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(b) Bitwise OR: The bitwise OR operations result 1 if any one of bit value is 1.
Bitwise OR

Variable Value Binary pattern
x 5 0101
y 2 0010

x / y 7 0111
a 6 0110
b 1 0001

a / b 7 0111

(c) Bitwise Exclusive OR: The bitwise exclusive OR will be carried out by the notation ^. To
generate a 1 bit in the result, a bitwise exclusive OR needs a one in either number but not
both.

Bitwise EX – OR
Variable Value Binary pattern

x 5 0101
y 2 0011

x ^ y 7 0111
a 6 0110
b 3 0011

a ^ b 5 0101

(d) Bitwise Right shift: The right shift >> operator is used for right shifting. For y = 41 binary
pattern is 0010 1001.
y >> 3 will result
0010 1001
00010100 *****shift
00001010 *****shift
00000101 *****shift
y >> is 0000 0101

(e) Bitwise Left shift: The << operator is used for left shifting. For y = 41 binary pattern is
0010 1001.

Variable Value Binary pattern
x 33 0010 0001

x << 3

0010 0001
shift *** 01000010
shift *** 10000100
shift *** 00001000
x << 3 is 00001000
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(f) Bitwise complement: The complement operator ~ switches all the bits in a binary pattern
that is all the zeroes become ones and all ones become zeroes. It acts as a 1’s complement.

Variable Value Binary pattern
x 23 0001 0111

~ x 132 1110 1000
y ff 1111 1111

~ y 00 0000 0000
5. Special Operators

There are some special operators used in C++ language to perform particular type of operations.

(a) Unary operators.
(b) Ternary operators.
(c) Comma operators.
(d) Scope operators.
(e) New and delete operators.
(f) Other operators.

(i) parentheses for grouping expression.
(ii) Membership operators (Manipulators).

(a) Unary operators: The unary operators require only a single expression to produce a line.
Some unary operators may be followed by the operands such as incrementer and
decrementer.

The most common unary operation is unary minus, where a minus sign precedes a numerical
constant, a variable or an expression.

Operator Meaning
* Contents of the storage field to which a pointer is pointing. Hence * is used to get the

content of the address operator. Pointing to a particular memory.
& Address of variable
– Negative value (minus sign)
~ Bitwise complement

++ Incrementer
i++ post increment
++i pre increment
i++  i = i + 1  i = 5 + 1  6

– – Decrementer
i – – post decrement
– – i pre decrement
i – –  i = i – 1  i = 5 – 1  4

type forced type of conversion
sizeof size of the subsequent data type or type in byte. It is used to direct the compiler to reserve

the memory size or block to the particular data type.
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(b) Ternary operator (?:): C++ includes a very special operator called the ternary or
conditional operator. It is called ternary operator because it uses three expressions. It is short
hand version of if_else construct.
The format of the ternary operator is expression1?expression2:expression3
If expression1 evaluated is true then expression2 is evaluated otherwise expression3 is
evaluated.
Example,

(1) if (i % 2 = = 0)
even = true
else
even = false
even = (i % 2 = = 0)? true : false;

(2) if (i > j)
max = i
else
man = j
max = (i > j)? i : j;

(3) if (x > y)
x = x + 3
else
x = x – 3
x = (x > y)? x + 3 : x – 3;

(c) Comma operator: C++ uses a comma operator in two ways:
1. The first use of comma is as a separator in the variable declaration int a, b, c;

float x, y, z;
2. The second use of comma is as a separator used in for loop.

for (i = 1, j = 2; i < = 10; i++, j +=3)
{
cout <<i<< ‘‘ “ <<j<<endl;
}

(d) Scope operator (::): The double colon (::) sign is used as the scope resolution operator in
C++.
The scoping operator is used in a class member function definition.

(e) New and delete operators: C++ has two unary operators new and delete are used. The
dynamic memory allocation and deallocations are handled through library functions such as
malloc, alloc, calloc and free routines.
The new operator performs the task of allocating memory dynamically at Run-time.
The delete operator is used to deallocate memory or free memory, i.e. memory management
can be provided with new and delete operator.
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(f) Other operators:
 Parentheses for grouping expression:

The precedence and associativity of each operator determines whether it takes effect
before or after the next operator in an expression.
According to BODMAS rules the evaluation of expression is done.
When parentheses are put around an element of an expression, that element evaluates
before anything outside parentheses.
e.g. (a + b * c) * d
Hence first b is multiplied with c and result is added to a then that result is multiplied by
d.

 Membership operator:
These are C++ manipulator available.
Manipulators are operators that are used to format the data display. The most common
manipulators used are endl and setw.

1. endl operator causes a line feed to be inserted.
int m = 5, n = 6;
cout << “m =” << m<<endl;
cout << “n =” <<n<<endl;
m = 5
n = 6.

2. setw operator specifies field width
cout << setw (5) << sum <<endl;
If sum = 45 then output is
bbb 45
b indicates black spaces.
setw will set the field width 5 for printing value of sum variable.

1.13 Preprocessor Directive

1. Preprocessor is a program that modifies the C++ program according to directives supplied in
the program.

2. C++ provides basically # include and # define preprocessors directives.
3. The following actions on the source file exist before it is presented to the compiler.

(a) Replacement of defined identifiers by pieces of the text with the help of # define
statement.

(b) Inclusion of other files they may user defined files or system library files.
like # include “sum.h”
includes user header file hence enclosed with quotes.
like # include <stdio.h> it includes header file from system library, hence enclosed within
angular (<>) brackets.
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The general rules for defining a preprocessor are:

1. All preprocessor directive begin with the sharp sign (#)
2. They must start in the first column and no space is required between the number sign and the

directive.
3. The preprocessor directive should not be terminated by semicolon; sign.
4. Only one preprocessor directive can occur in a line.
5. Preprocessor is also called Macro Definition.

# define max 100
Hence # is a preprocessor directive which directs to the compiler that identifier max as a
token replaced with the string 100.
Hence in the program each occurance of max is automatically replaced by 100.
Examples:
# define true 1
# define false 0
# define EoF – 1
# define product (x, y) ((x) * (y))
# define max (x, y) ((x) > (y)?(x):(y))
# define begin {
# define end}
# define writeIn printf
# define mod %
# define program main

Syntax:
#define macro_name body of macro
#define Pi 3.1415

Here we are assigning a value of symbolic Pi value as 3.1415. This macro is also called inline
function where macro name can be replaced with body of macro in one line.

The body of macro may be any constant or expression.
These preprocessor statement will be defined or declared before program compiles. Hence

preprocessor replaces every occurrence of a macro name in the program text with a copy of the body
of the macro.

1.14 Declaration of Variables

1. Declaration of Variables: In C, all variables must be declared before they are used in
executable statements. In C language all variables are to be declared first in local declaration
section i.e. at the beginning of scope. But C++ allows the declaration of variable anywhere
in the scope. This means that a variable can be declared right at the place of its first use. It
makes the program easier to understand.
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Variable is a place holder which occupies memory space to store variable value, or a
constant value, integer, float, character, string value.
The variable name follows following rules:

(a) The variable name should always start from any alphabet a – z.
(b) The variable name is combination of alphabets, numbers and underscores.
(c) The variable name can not start with digit.
(d) No special symbol other than underscore can be used in variable name.

Syntax of declaration of variable:
data_type variable name;
e.g., int x; double ratio;
int x,y; char c;
float avg; char x[10];

2. Dynamic Initialisation of Variables: C++ allows us to initialize the variable at Run time.
Initialisation of variables at run time is referred as dynamic initialisation.
int m = 10;
float area = 3.1415 *r *r;
Here both declaration and the initialisation of variable can be done simultaneously.
float avg = sum/3;
Initialises avg at Run time i.e. dynamic Initialization of avg.

3. Reference Variables:
(a) Reference variable provides an alias for a previously defined variable.
(b) It is called alternative name of original variable.
(c) Example: If we make the variable sum a reference to the variable total, then sum and

total can be used interchangebly to represent that variable.
(d) data type reference name = variable name

int sum = 100;
int & total = sum;

Here total is the alternative name declared to represent the variable sum.
(e) A reference variable must be initialized at the time of declaration.
(f) C++ assigns additional meaning to the symbol ‘&’. Here & is not an address operation. The

notation int & means reference to int.
Example,
void fun(int&x) // uses reference
{

x = x + 10;
}
int main ()
{

int n = 10;
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fun (n);
return 0;
}

When the function call fun(n) is executed then value of actual parameter n is passed to formal or
reference parameter x i.e. if x is incremented n is also incremented. n refers the x value. Hence it is
called as call by reference.

1.15 Input and Output

1. Output operator
The cout statement is used as a output operator. The cout is used to display an object on standard

output device i.e. screen.
The statement
cout << “C++ is better”;
This statement causes the string in quotation to be displayed on the screen.
The cout is predefined object that represents the standard output stream in C++. Here the

standard output stream represents the screen. It is also possible to redirect the output to other output
devices.

The operator << is called the insertion or put to operator. It inserts (or sends) the contents of the
variable on its right of the object on its left.

It is similar to printf() function in C.
Screen

Cout

object Insertion Operator 
or 

put to operator

Variable 
or 

string

C++<<

There are three different ways to use cout functions:

(a) cout<< message;
e.g., cout<<”hello”<<endl;
cout<<”welcome”;
output hello
welcome

(b) int a = 5;
cout<<a;
output 5

(c) int sum = 45;
cout<<”The sum is”<<sum;
The sum is 45
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2. Input operator

The Cin statement is used as a input operator. In this Cin object is used to read number of
characters or stream of characters from standard input device. This input statement causes the program
to wait for the user to type in a number. The Cin is predefined object in C++ that corresponds to the
standard input stream.

This stream represents the keyboard. The operator >> is a extraction or get from operator. It
extracts or takes the value from the keyboard and assigns it to the variable on its right.

It is similar to scanf() function in C.

Object

Keyboard

Extraction 
operator Variable

45.5C in

int a;
cin>>a;
int a, b;
cin>>a>>b;

Question Bank for Self-Practice
1. Explain the features of object oriented language.
2. Describe reusability concept in OOPs by giving suitable example.
3. What do you mean by dynamic binding? Explain difference between static and dynamic binding.
4. What are main advantages of using object oriented programming?
5. What is difference between function and member function of a class?
6. Describe the structure of C++ program with iostream header files.
7. What are different data types available in C++? Explain the difference between built in data types and

user defined data type.
8. Explain the use of scope resolution operator in C++.
9. What are the advantages of using new operator compared to malloc function?

10. Distinguish between following terms:
(a) C and C++.
(b) Data Abstraction and Data encapsulation.
(c) Inheritance and polymorphism.
(d) Objects and Classes.
(e) Dynamic binding and message passing.
(f) Structured and object oriented programming.
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